JDE E1 9.2 Upgrade
Audit & Estimate
Technical Retrofit

Company
Decorative
hardware
product
manufacturer

Distributed via
a network of
national retailers
Headquartered
in the

US

$300M+

400

annual revenue

employees

Challenge
Outdated
infrastructure
was acting as a
barrier to growth
for the
organization

JDE E1 XE
no longer
supported

Heavily modified
code-base

Exposed to
unnecessary
risk

Objectives

Leverage
enhanced mobile
functionality

Support future
business growth

Take advantage
of the latest
features

Audit & Analysis
DWS carried out a full audit using Dimension Analyze™
This included a full analysis of any modified objects in XE, and the
production of a reliable schedule to support downstream testing,
and timely delivery of retrofitted objects.

45%

2406

reduction in
modified
footprint

raw objects

Dimension Analyze™

1328

Dimension Analyze is a software-led service
that audits a JD Edwards E1 implementation,
identifies what custom code is no longer
required and estimates accurately the effort
involved in upgrading to the new release.

64%

to be carried
forward

were pure
custom

Learn more about Dimension Analyze here.

Technical Retrofit
Following the audit and analysis, DWS was commissioned
to carry out a Dimension Professional Technical Retrofit
project. From an original estimate of 321 development
days, DWS was able to deliver well ahead of schedule,
with zero defects.

0

On Budget

Defects

7 weeks
Ahead

125
Days saved

Dimension Professional™
Dimension Professional is a proprietary
methodology and suite of tools that leverages
the results of Dimension Analyze; enabling
DWS to utilize a best upgrade approach for the
modifications uplift component of any JDE E1
upgrade. A proven approach, it consistently
delivers the lowest defect levels in the industry.
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